Since 1989
VSC Design
Ltd, has been
planning,
designing,
installing and
servicing the
requirements
of a rapidly
changing
broadcasting
and media
industry,
delivering
the highest
standard of
engineering
excellence
and customer
service across
a variety of
technology
platforms.

ONSIGHT

Post Production Facilities

ONSIGHT’s ethos is to embrace technology,
providing technical excellence enabling
bespoke end-to end solutions from camera
rental and data management to editing,
grading, compositing and mastering
in HD, 2K, 3D and now 4K. This has all
be realised at their new home, just off
St.Martins Lane, London, with the helping
hand of VSC Design.

Cutting Edge Technology
When they moved into their new premises
in 2014 they called upon VSC Design for the
system integration and project management
of the technical installation. Having forged
a successful relationship over the years VSC
were ONSIGHT’S obvious choice in terms of
Systems Integrators. VSC were instrumental
in designing and installing, both of ONSIGHT’s
previous location in Berners Street in 2004 and
at their Shepperton facilities, providing the
technology requirements sought by ONSIGHT.
ONSIGHT have always been at the forefront of

technology and are London’s leading supplier
of 3D/HD and film production and post
production facilities.

Flexible System Design
A key requirement was to have an
infrastructure that could stand the test of
time as new equipment comes to the market
and workflows evolve. A Blackmagic Universal
Videohub forms the core of the baseband
SDI system allowing each suite to select the
equipment they need easily from a central
pool of resource.
A comprehensive network infrastructure of
CAT6, CAT6A and fibre provides both flexibility
and bandwidth to different areas. ONSIGHT’s
Lab area is unique to other post production
houses as it allows their in house staff to test
and develop on equipment and software with
manufacturers directly.

“VSC Design moved us seamlessly into our new
building; their service are second to none.
They have planned, designed, installed and
serviced all of ONSIGHT’s requirements since its
inception and continue to provide engineering
services as part of our ongoing relationship”

Simon Craddock,
CEO, ONSIGHT
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